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Reflections on the Integration of Social Justice Concepts into an
Introductory Control Systems Course (Work in Progress)
Introduction
Real engineering problems are solved not in a vacuum but in social contexts, so engineering
practice demands sociotechnical thinking—learning to define and solve problems not in
exclusive technical terms nor just in social terms but in both. Since social dimensions shape and
are shaped by technical dimensions1, engineers need to understand sociotechnical problem
defining and solving processes2. Yet students in technical engineering courses often focus
exclusively on the technical, and in their Humanities and Social Science courses they often focus
exclusively on the social; meetings of the technical and the social may occur in engineering
design courses, but often superficially. Hence, a need to provide practice in sociotechnical
thinking pervades the entire engineering curriculum. The focus here is on an engineering science
(ES) course.
During the Fall 2014 and Fall 2015 semesters, our research team integrated social justice
concepts into the ES core course “Introduction to Feedback Control Systems” (IFCS) at our
public university, the Colorado School of Mines (CSM). Our motivation was to introduce
students to a missing or underrepresented element of the curriculum at CSM, and to do so in such
a manner that challenges the “sacred cow” notion of the ES core curriculum2, 3, reinforcing the
high value of social justice to engineering as opposed to placing it in a course with lower
perceived value. We have previously reported on results from this integration4, 5; this paper adds
additional value to engineering educators interested in similar integrations by reflecting primarily
on the instructor’s experiences and providing insights into the implementation process in this
work-in-progress paper, inspired by the field of collective autoethnography6. The perspective
taken on this paper is that of the instructor, reflecting on two semesters of implementing social
justice concepts into the ES course.
A key inspiration for this paper is the reflective account provided by Huff7. Based on this work,
it is clear that faculty need resources and examples as they embed social justice or other
educational innovations into the engineering curriculum. Matusovich and collaborators8 have
further argued that faculty motivation provides both an opportunity and a barrier to improving
engineering education. We hope to provide a concrete example that prompts dialogue among
faculty regarding the process of curriculum innovation.
The three faculty members on our research team worked collaboratively and with other faculty
and students to integrate social justice concepts; the team also analyzed survey, focus group, and
interview data. However, as would be expected, day-to-day experiences were the primary
responsibility of the instructor. Student responses from the Fall 2014 iteration, discussed in
reference4, influenced significant revisions to the Fall 2015 iteration. In this paper, we track our
activities and critical reflections during and across both iterations. We illustrate numerous
challenges experienced by the instructor, including student pushback and the struggle to balance
content. Opportunities also surfaced, including insightful and eager conversations between
students and faculty and student insights on learning control systems via a sociotechnical rather
than just technical approach. From the perspective of the course professor, teaching this course
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Since misconceptions about the meaning of social justice are commonplace and since the term
can be too abstractly, the instructor provided students with the above definition and a
contextualized problem involving the design of a system that controls the height of the water in a
water tank. The third column of Table 1 gives examples of social justice questions related to the
tank’s water-level control design; professors can ask such questions to engage students to
consider the sociotechnical elements of feedback control design and to model such questions so
students can later conduct such inquiries into other feedback control systems themselves.
Table 1: Social justice criteria, definitions, and examples
Criteria
1. Listening
contextually

2. Identifying
structural conditions

3.Acknowledging
political agency/
mobilizing power

4. Increasing
resources and
opportunities

5. Decreasing risks
and harms

6. Enhancing Human
Capabilities

Definition
…to diverse users and actors so the
ways in which the social context shapes
(and is shaped by) the technical becomes
visible. Listening to discover more about
criteria 2-6.
…so social structures (legal, historical,
economic, etc.) that serve as real or
potential barriers and/or opportunities to
users, key actors, or engineers become
visible.
…so engineers can identify forms of
political agency (of users, key actors,
and their own) to mobilize available
sources of power to enact a more
socially just engineering product or
service.
…so the engineering product or service
can increase for users and key actors
access to resources (e.g., water, energy)
and opportunities (e.g., steady income
sources, access to education, technology,
and/or infrastructure).
…so the engineering product or service
can reduce users’ or key actors’
exposure to risks (e.g., safety,
environmental) and harms (restricted
access to education, technology, and/or
infrastructure).
…so the engineering product or service
can enhance human capacities such as
bodily health, bodily integrity, senses,
imagination, and thought, emotions,
practical reason, affiliation (protecting
entities that ensure preconditions for
self-respect and non-humiliation
regardless of sex, ethnicity, sexual
orientation, etc.), play (recreation,
laughter), and control over one’s
political and material environment
(Nussbaum, 2007).

CSM Example
In the contextualized water tank problem,
students realized that to solve the problem well,
they needed to listen to the social context by
asking locals questions: How scarce is water?
How much of locals’ income is their water bill?
Who controls water supplies? Do water
monopolies exist? What other water source
options do locals have, in any? Are water
resources privately owned? If so, what
percentage of water? What other water access
issues emerge?
To what degree can the community shape its
own water destiny? To what degree can
engineers’ feedback control system design
promote community self-determination vis-àvis water access?
How would a slow-fill tank that centralizes
water storage and collection address the above
structural conditions? How would such a tank
design promote a more equitable distribution of
water (and related) resources and opportunities?
How would a locally owned tank design
decrease the risk of price gouging from private
or government-owned water monopolies? How
would access to less expensive water reduce the
harms caused by households paying a large
percentage of their monthly income to water
bills?
How does improved access to clean water
enhance, among others, bodily health; senses,
imagination, and thought; affiliation; play; and
control over one’s political and material
environment?

For brevity, we limit further discussion on social justice in engineering and instead refer readers
to several resources on the topic11, 12, 13, 14, 15.
We were motivated to conduct this research for varying reasons, but all of us wish to improve
engineering education and the field of engineering itself: a lofty goal, and one without which the
research would probably never have happened. Since all three of us have tenure, we have not
needed to worry about jeopardizing our positions for unusual pedagogical risk-taking at our
institution. We experienced both unexpected support for and resistance against the research we
describe. In general, we felt that the research funding from as prestigious an organization as the
National Science Foundation alleviated many concerns from institutional constituents.
Methods and Results
To conduct our research, we incorporated numerous social justice and sociotechnical elements
into one section of an IFCS class each during the Fall 2014 and Fall 2015 semesters. We
collected data from surveys, focus, groups, interviews, and assignments from students enrolled in
this “with intervention” (WI) and a separate “without intervention” (WOI) section of the class.
All required approvals were obtained by our institution’s Human Subjects review board. In this
autoethnographic-inspired paper, we focus on reflections written by the primary instructor of the
WI sections, as well as correspondence among members of our research team.
Like the majority of engineering educators, the lead instructor for the WI sections of IFCS
received no formal instruction and had few informal experiences in integrating sociotechnical
elements into ES core courses. How does one even begin to teach engineering students about
social justice? During Fall 2014, a co-PI on the research team who is an expert on social justice
in engineering visited the class and gave a 40-minute guest lecture introducing social justice and
providing examples on how it can be applied in feedback control design for an auto-adjusting
insulin pump. Although many students seemed interested and engaged, many clearly were not.
One week later, the lead instructor emailed the co-PI’s to say:
“I had my first real challenge today from a student who came to office hours and said he
didn’t think it’s reasonable to teach a topic as disconnected as social justice in a control
systems engineering course he signed up for. It turned into a very productive discussion, and
while we may not fully agree he definitely said he’d be interested to hear more in the future.
So, that went quite well.”
In retrospect, the conversation with the student was actually the beginning of a downhill slide in
which this student grew more and more oppositional, clearly articulating that sociotechnical
integration was inappropriate for the class. Most students were less vehemently oppositional,
instead expressing lower-level annoyance about needing to catch up with the other (WOI)
section after this guest lecture. It became clear to the research team that the full-class guest
lecture, although alleviating the engineering instructor’s discomfort in teaching the new topic
alone, was ineffective as a teaching model. In fact, using a different instructor and separating
social justice from technical content in a separate class may have served to reinforce the notion
of technical-social dualism13 and have deprioritized social justice in the students’ minds.

Although the lead instructor did not keep a formal reflection log during the first semester of
implementation, she did maintain a list of “Ideas to improve [IFCS] for Fall 2015.” This list
reflects many of the expected problems for such a novel experiment:






Students question social justice as a disconnected add-on
Students are concerned about missing “content” when discussing social justice
Students question the relevance of social justice
Social justice is only spottily integrated
Students are missing real-life connections

However, at the end of the Fall 2014 semester, other members of the research team interviewed
both focus groups of 3-4 students and individuals enrolled in the WI and WOI sections. From
these interviews, we found the students’ perspectives to be remarkably varied, with some
students indicating the class was helpful in learning to connect social and technical elements,
something they could take into other technical courses. For instance, one student said that “I
think it's good to relate those two things [technical and social] in your mind rather than having
them be separate: ‘This is technical. This is social.’ You can make a connection between the two
if you're learning them side by side, or when you get like a Thermo problem in your work then
automatically you jump to social justice rather than being exclusive.”
Nonetheless, the instructor used the above list of concerns, paired with brainstormed lists of
possible solutions, to make changes that improved social justice integration during Fall 2015. We
addressed the “disconnected add-on” and “missing ‘content’” concerns by having the lead
instructor present the social justice definition and criteria gradually over the course of three
weeks, taking 5-10 minutes per class period and tying them directly into the technical material
each day using real-world examples. This technique—suggested by students in focus groups and
interviews—also helped to address the fifth concern, which was addressed by adding more
contextualized problems to the homework sets. In addition, having an extra year to plan and gain
insight helped improve integration. Although analysis of the data from Fall 2015 has not been
completed at the time of this writing, our hope is that the problem of students not recognizing the
relevance of social justice will have been addressed through these and other improvements.
After the conclusion of the Fall 2014 semester and completion of the analysis, the lead instructor
wrote the following remarks about the experience:
“I think my biggest takeaways from this initial integration are (1) that it is more timeconsuming than I ever expected, and (2) that I am more bothered by a small number of naysayers than I would like to admit.”
Of course any new curricular development takes time, but for a traditionally-trained faculty
member, part of the challenge in sociotechnical integration is learning to think more
sociotechnically before it is possible to do a good job teaching students to do so. As James Huff
said7, professorial self-doubt when trying something new likely causes stronger reactions in
ourselves when we are challenged by students. However, the lead instructor also wrote:

“Reading the transcripts (from my class, after the semester ended) and attending the focus
groups and interviews for students in the other [WOI] section of the class was interesting and
very illuminating. I recommend all professors have a focus group run on their classes to learn
more about what it is the students are struggling with. It is crazy how often I think I’ve said
things that students report not hearing (e.g., real-world examples).”
Listening to and reading transcripts of focus groups run by a skilled colleague provided
exceptional insights into curricular gaps, especially between what a professor thinks students are
hearing and learning and what students report hearing. This experience has been one of the most
unexpectedly positive elements of the research.
During the Fall 2015 semester, mixed emotions continued. After reading student responses to an
in-class “keep-start-stop” survey midway through the semester, the lead professor wrote in a
reflection log, “I finished tabulating the keep-start-stop results from yesterday’s class and am
overall relieved” (emphasis added). A few weeks later, the conflicted emotions continued:
“It’s true, though, that I’m not utterly convinced that integrating SJ [social justice]
specifically into IFCS is the best choice. Obviously I’m eager to hear more about what the
students in yesterday’s focus group (my section) had to say, but it’s a real challenge to think
through the connections without losing content, and frankly I’m tired of being seen as further
“other” beyond just the gender biases I have to confront. Part of me wants to run next
semester’s class with the same real-world examples as this semester’s (wind energy and
active prosthetics) but without the explicit SJ content, just to see if it feels like as much of an
uphill push.” (emphasis added)
Because of the insights gained in Fall 2014, a major change we made in Fall 2015 was to follow
two application areas throughout the semester. We selected active prosthetic control and wind
turbine control as two applications that have human/social impacts as well as ability to illustrate
IFCS’s technical elements. We also added some individual homework problems (several related
to water systems) and modified an assignment to include more human-centered and social justice
elements. We created many Lecture Supplement documents (provided to students via the course
web site) and used at least one of the wind or prosthetic applications at least briefly in over 50%
of classes throughout the semester. We were therefore rather surprised when reading the focus
group and interview transcripts to see very little mention of these applications in student
responses. After some reflection, the lead instructor had an epiphany and sent the following
email to the co-PI who had led the focus groups:
“I had the sudden inspiration that *of course* the students talked to you more about the
water-related examples than the active prosthetics and wind turbine ones, because the water
ones were assigned to them in homework [(HW)] assignments, whereas the wind and
prosthetic ones were largely used as in-class examples and discussions – times when the
students could be more passive. This seems so obvious to me after the fact that I can’t believe
I didn’t think of it ahead of time. I did create two HW assignments around the prosthetic and
wind examples, but both were too complex, so I think the students didn’t really get it (and I
already know I have to make those more tractable for next semester). So, for next semester,
I’ll include a few more concrete HW problems. I also had already planned to add some

additional in-class activities (handouts) for students to work through, and will make some of
those wind and prosthetic-related.”
Despite talking the students through more concrete examples, those they remembered and chose
to discuss during the focus groups and interviews were largely those that had required more
engagement on their parts, i.e., those assigned in homework, which is supported by large
quantities of research on active learning16, 17.
As every engineering professor knows, the struggle to balance content in an ES core course can
be significant, and IFCS is no exception even without social justice integration. Beyond the ups
and downs and the efforts required to include meaningful sociotechnical in-class examples and
homework assignments, the biggest challenges centered on balancing content. The lead
instructor included comments about content and being pressed for time many times in the Fall
2015 reflection log, including “Timing is always an issue. I regularly run out of time to discuss
what I wanted to discuss…” “Content is the bane of my CSESJ [control systems engineering and
social justice] activity.” By the second-to-last week of the semester, “Fundamentally, I’m just
losing steam on the semester...With so many other things going on, I haven’t pressed the students
to discuss SJ in class, and they haven’t brought it up on their own.”
Timing considerations are important for both the technical and social justice content. On the last
day of the semester, two members of the research team were part of an engineering and social
justice workshop. The day before, the lead instructor reflected:
“In reading through the materials for tomorrow’s ESJ [engineering and social justice]
workshop, I was struck by the intensity of the learning opportunities required to teach SJ
concepts such as contextual listening and identifying structural conditions. The establishment
of trust required for true contextual listening may not be something that can be possible as a
part of an already content-intense undergraduate engineering science class.”
Indeed, after discussing further with colleagues at the workshop, the team decided to focus on no
more than three social justice criteria for the spring 2016 semester, aligning with the philosophy
that it is better to teach a smaller subset of content well than a larger subset poorly.
A last epiphany of the semester occurred during revisions of the course’s semester project. In
Fall 2014, students had been required to motivate a design specification by one or more social
justice criteria. For example, in one of the most concrete and familiar cases with dubious social
justice value, students could design a more robust controller to increase safety of the human
operator. Although some teams went deeper, the overall results were unsatisfying. In Fall 2015,
teams were required to incorporate social justice criteria into their initial problem statement, then
use control systems technique to create a solution, as illustrated in Figure 2. The lead instructor
reflected:
“The requirement to *motivate* the project by SJ [social justice] was a real brainstorm since
it kept the students thinking about the bigger picture from the start; I had no actual
complaints about this one, and more teams talked about SJ elements beyond just safety
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1. Give up the idea that teaching social justice is going to be like teaching engineering
science concepts or problem solving. It’s not that you teach social justice as much as you
make it visible to students.
2. During the first course iteration, integrate the most relevant social justice dimensions
gradually, forging solid connections between course problems and one, two, maybe three
of the six criteria in Table 1. Do not try to “do it all” at first.
3. Given the predominant student learning preference to understand how social justice
relates to the problem space, avoid abstract discussions of social justice, and focus on
clear, concrete connections between an open-ended, technical problem and one or more
of the most relevant engineering for social justice criteria. Also, we found that what the
instructor considered “concrete” was abstract for students coming to those technical
examples for the first time.
4. Recognize that part of the challenge in making social justice visible in the engineering
sciences runs against engineering educational norms, which privilege closed-ended
problems that are easier to grade. By contrast, contextualized, open-ended problems are
more similar to actual engineering practice and encourage a) learning from failure, b)
learning how sociotechnical dimensions can be connected or inseparable, and c) learning
to make the shift from social or technical thinking to sociotechnical thinking. Yet they
also take more time, planning, and thought to integrate well.
In future work, we are in the process of recording reflections for the third iteration of the course,
which will enrich the data for further and more complete autoethnographic analysis. Analysis of
data collected from students enrolled in the second and third iterations of the course has also not
yet been completed. Outcomes from analysis of this data can be compared to faculty reflection
data to generate further insights.
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